Voltage source converter (VSC)-based high voltage direct current (VSC-HVDC) interconnectors can realize accurate and fast control of power transmission among AC networks, and provide emergency power support for AC networks. VSC-HVDC interconnectors bring exclusive fault characteristics to AC networks, thus influencing the performance of traditional protections. Since fault characteristics are related to the control schemes of interconnectors, a fault ride-through (FRT) strategy which is applicable to the interconnector operating characteristic of working in four quadrants and capable of eliminating negative-sequence currents under unbalanced fault conditions is proposed first. Then, the additional terms of measured impedances of distance relays caused by fault resistances are derived using a symmetrical component method. Theoretical analysis shows the output currents of interconnectors are controllable after faults, which may cause malfunctions in distance protections installed on lines emanating from interconnectors under the effect of fault resistances. Pilot protection is also inapplicable to lines emanating from interconnectors. Furthermore, a novel pilot protection principle based on the ratio between phase currents and the ratio between negative-sequence currents flowing through both sides is proposed for lines emanating from the interconnectors whose control scheme aims at eliminating negative-sequence currents. The validity of theoretical analysis and the protection principle is verified by PSCAD/EMTDC simulations.
Introduction
Based on self-turn-off devices such as insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs), voltage source converters (VSCs) are capable of independent control of active and reactive power in four quadrants of the P-Q plane [1] [2] [3] . With strong controllability and high reliability, the VSC-based high voltage direct current (VSC-HVDC) technology has broad application prospects in the integration of large-scale renewable sources, interconnection of AC networks, power supply of islands, long-distance power transmission and so on [3, 4] . Interconnection of high voltage networks via a VSC-HVDC interconnector can realize power supply among different AC networks without increasing short-circuit currents, which is helpful to make full use of the power supply capacity of each network and enhance the reliability of power systems. Under normal conditions, the interconnector can balance loads in different networks, thus improving the efficiency of the system. When an AC network is under abnormal or For lines emanating from interconnectors, a novel pilot protection principle based on the ratio between phase currents and the ratio between negative-sequence currents flowing through both sides of the line is introduced and investigated in Section 6, and simulation results prove it can correctly recognize internal and external faults. The conclusions of the paper are given in Section 7.
Control System of the VSC-HVDC Interconnector

An AC/DC Hybrid System
The model of an AC/DC hybrid system is shown in Figure 1 , which depicts 115-kV, 50-Hz AC networks interconnected via a VSC-HVDC interconnector. The back-to-back modular multilevel converter (MMC) topology [14] is employed in the interconnector. The DC side of the interconnector is rated at ±100 kV. The control mode of MMC-1 is constant DC voltage control and constant reactive power control, and the control mode of MMC-2 is constant active power control and constant reactive power control. Direct current control method is employed in MMCs of the interconnector. The control system of each MMC is composed of two inner positive-sequence current control loops, two inner negative-sequence current control loops [15] , two outer power control loops, real-time symmetrical components detector based on space vector [16] , synchronous d-q frame phase detector [17] , carrier phase shifted sinusoidal pulse width modulation (CPS-SPWM) unit with capacitor voltage-balancing control [18] , and FRT control unit. In order to prevent the performance of converters from deteriorating under unbalanced faults in AC networks and ensure the security of the interconnector, the inner negative-sequence current control loops are aimed at eliminating negative-sequence currents, so the command references of negative-sequence currents idref− and iqref− are set as zero [19, 20] . 
FRT Control
In order to prevent the voltage of the AC network from dropping further after the outage of the VSC-HVDC interconnector and maintain the stability of the power grid, the interconnector should be kept running when a fault happens in an AC network and provide fast reactive power support for the AC network. Meanwhile, the interconnector should output maximum active currents within the rated current limitation, to make full use of the capacity of converter and try to maintain the balance of active power in the network.
To improve the response speed of the control system, the outer power control loops are blocked during the process of FRT, and the calculated command references idref+ and iqref+ are directly applied to the inner positive-sequence current control loops. If a fault happens in the AC network connected with MMC-1 in Figure 1 , MMC-2 will be shifted to DC voltage control mode during the process of FRT of MMC-1 to maintain the DC voltage of the interconnector [21] . In this paper, current flowing out of the interconnector is specified as positive value. Considering the interconnector can work in all four quadrants before fault, the FRT strategy of the fault side converter is proposed as follows:
1. Once the positive-sequence voltage of the interconnector AC bus drops below 90% of the rated voltage, the two outer power control loops of the converter are blocked. 
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1.
Once the positive-sequence voltage of the interconnector AC bus drops below 90% of the rated voltage, the two outer power control loops of the converter are blocked.
2.
The command reference of positive-sequence reactive current i qref+ is adaptively adjusted according to the magnitude of positive-sequence voltage. Taking a as the ratio of positive-sequence voltage of the interconnector AC bus to the rated phase voltage. If 0.2 ď a < 0.9, i qref+ will increase linearly from i q0 to 1.05 times the rated current with the decrease of a, where i q0 is the command reference
Energies 2016, 9, 400 4 of 27 of positive-sequence reactive current before fault and i q0 is regarded as zero when i q0 < 0 before the fault. If a < 0.2, i qref+ will be set as 1.05 times the rated current. i qref+ is given by:
i qre f`" # p0.9´aq p1.05ˆ?2IN´iq0q 0.7`i q0 , 0.2 ď a ă 0.9 1.05ˆ?2I N , a ă 0.2 (1) where I N is the rated AC current expressed in abc frame, and it should be multiplied by ? 2 to be expressed in the d-q frame. The relationship between i qref+ and a is shown in Figure 2 . 3 .
If the fault side converter works as an inverter before the fault, the command reference of positive-sequence active current i dref+ will be set as c`1 .05ˆ?2I N˘2´´iqre f`¯2 ; otherwise i dref+ will be set as´c`1.05ˆ?2I N˘2´´iqre f`¯2 . i dref+ is given by: 
where i d0 is the command reference of positive-sequence active current before the fault.
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Output Characteristics of the VSC-HVDC Interconnector after a Fault
In the analysis of the transient process after a fault happens on traditional AC lines, the effects of the electromechanical transient process of SGs are neglected, and traditional voltage sources can be modeled as an ideal voltage source in series with the equivalent impedance. The output currents of traditional voltage sources usually increase significantly after faults.
However, based on Section 2.2, when a fault happens in an AC network, the fault side converter of the interconnector can rapidly take corresponding measures according to the severity of the voltage drop and restrain negative-sequence currents under unbalanced fault conditions. If a ≥ 0.9, the converter will maintain the control target the same as that under normal operation; if a < 0.9, the outer control loops will be blocked, and command references will be directly applied to inner positive-sequence current control loops. Therefore for each AC network under fault conditions, the system behind the fault side converter transformer can be equivalent to a controlled positive-sequence current source, and the output currents of the equivalent source are related to the 
However, based on Section 2.2, when a fault happens in an AC network, the fault side converter of the interconnector can rapidly take corresponding measures according to the severity of the voltage drop and restrain negative-sequence currents under unbalanced fault conditions. If a ě 0.9, the converter will maintain the control target the same as that under normal operation; if a < 0.9, the outer control loops will be blocked, and command references will be directly applied to inner positive-sequence current control loops. Therefore for each AC network under fault conditions, the system behind the fault side converter transformer can be equivalent to a controlled positive-sequence current source, and the output currents of the equivalent source are related to the operation state of the interconnector before fault, fault location, fault type, and fault resistance.
According to the proposed FRT strategy, the magnitude of output positive-currents of the interconnector is limited and does not increase significantly after fault, while the phase angles of the currents may change greatly. The output positive-currents are no larger than 1.05I N when a < 0.9 after a fault. Since the interconnector can work in all four quadrants before the fault, it can still work in all four quadrants if a ě 0.9 after the fault, and the phase angle difference between output Energies 2016, 9, 400 5 of 27 positive-sequence voltage and output positive-current of the interconnector can be any value in the range of 0˝-360˝; if a < 0.9, the interconnector can work in the first quadrant and the second quadrant where Q > 0, and the range of the phase angle difference between output positive-sequence voltage and output positive-sequence current is 0˝-180˝. Thus, the change of the phase angle of the output current can be any value in the range of 0˝-360˝after a fault.
Applicability Analysis of Phase-to-Phase Distance Protection
Taking phase-to-phase faults that happen at f1 and f2 as example, the applicability of the phase-to-phase distance protection to the line emanating from the VSC-HVDC interconnector is discussed in this section. As shown in Figure 1 , f1 is on line mn which emanates from the interconnector and f2 is on line ng which is adjacent to line mn. R1-R6 are distance relays, and their locations are also shown in Figure 1 . Among them, R1 is installed at bus m side of line mn, and R2 is installed at bus n side of line mn.
Applicability Analysis of R1
When a phase B-to-phase C fault with fault resistance 2R f happens at f1 on line mn, the impedance measured by the BC element in R1 is: I Bn´. I Cn on the measured impedance Z R1_BC cannot be ignored. The angle of the additional impedance ∆Z R1_BC depends on the phase relationship between currents flowing through bus m side and currents flowing through bus n side, which can be any value in the range of 0˝-360˝. The concrete analysis is as follow.
The fault currents provided by traditional voltage sources contain positive-sequence components and negative-sequence components under phase-to-phase fault, while the fault currents provided by the interconnector only contain positive-sequence components since the negative-sequence components are eliminated. To make it easier to analyze the influence of ∆Z R1_BC on Z R1_BC , the measured impedance can be derived using symmetrical component method and nodal voltage method (refer to Appendix). The measured impedance can be expressed as:
where Z mn is the positive-sequence impedance of line mn, .
E An and Z Seq`a re phase A voltage of the equivalent voltage source and equivalent positive-sequence impedance at the back side of bus n, and . I Am`i s the phase A current flowing through R1 which only contains the positive-sequence component. I An_eq can be any value in the range of 0˝-360˝. Therefore when R f ‰ 0, ∆Z R1_BC can make Z R1_BC differs greatly from Z f m , and probably cause malfunction of distance protection.
For a fault that happens on a line with two-terminal power supply in a traditional AC network, if the impedance angles of the systems at two sides of the fault spot are approximately equal, the phase angle difference of the currents at two sides of the fault spot are approximately equal to that of the pre-fault potentials of the systems at the two sides. Taking the stability of the power system and the transmission capacity limitation into account, the phase angle difference between the voltages of each end of the line is usually quite small. Therefore the phase angle difference between currents flowing through each end is also small, and the angle of additional impedance ∆Z is within a very small range around zero. ∆Z is nearly resistive.
Relay characteristic shapes with relatively large area in the direction of +R in the R-X diagram, such as quadrilateral relays, are usually employed in distance protection of traditional AC lines to reduce the influence of fault resistance. A common characteristic shape of quadrilateral relay is shown in Figure 3 .
the back side of bus n remains unchanged, according to Equation (4), For a fault that happens on a line with two-terminal power supply in a traditional AC network, if the impedance angles of the systems at two sides of the fault spot are approximately equal, the phase angle difference of the currents at two sides of the fault spot are approximately equal to that of the pre-fault potentials of the systems at the two sides. Taking the stability of the power system and the transmission capacity limitation into account, the phase angle difference between the voltages of each end of the line is usually quite small. Therefore the phase angle difference between currents flowing through each end is also small, and the angle of additional impedance Z  is within a very small range around zero. Z  is nearly resistive. Relay characteristic shapes with relatively large area in the direction of +R in the R-X diagram, such as quadrilateral relays, are usually employed in distance protection of traditional AC lines to reduce the influence of fault resistance. A common characteristic shape of quadrilateral relay is shown in Figure 3 . Line AB represents a reactance relay with a small negative tilt angle α4 to prevent the relay from overreaching caused by fault resistance, and α4 is usually in the range of 5°-8°; line AC is Line AB represents a reactance relay with a small negative tilt angle α 4 to prevent the relay from overreaching caused by fault resistance, and α 4 is usually in the range of 5˝-8˝; line AC is employed to avoid malfunctions caused by load impedance; line OC is employed to prevent the relay from failing to trip when a fault happens near the relay location and ∆Z is capacitive; the angle of the measured impedance is probably larger than 90˝due to the angle error of potential transformer, current transformer and so on, and therefore line OB tilts to quadrant II to prevent the relay from failing to trip.
However, if the characteristic shape described above is applied to R1, R1 may fail to trip or overreach due to the uncertainty of the magnitude and impedance angle of ∆Z R1_BC , as shown in Figure 4 . The dashed circle indicates the scope of the measured impedance caused by ∆Z R1_BC . As shown in Figure 4a , although the fault is located within the protection range of Zone 1, ∆Z R1_BC is inductive and of large impedance angle, which makes R1 fail to trip. As shown in Figure 4b , ∆Z R1_BC is capacitive and of large impedance angle, which makes the actual reach point of Zone 1 far exceed the setting range; if there are no branches at bus n in the AC/DC hybrid system shown in Figure 1 , protection miscoordination of R1 and relay installed at the same side of adjacent line may be induced by ∆Z R1_BC .
relay from failing to trip when a fault happens near the relay location and Z  is capacitive; the angle of the measured impedance is probably larger than 90° due to the angle error of potential transformer, current transformer and so on, and therefore line OB tilts to quadrant II to prevent the relay from failing to trip.
However, if the characteristic shape described above is applied to R1, R1 may fail to trip or overreach due to the uncertainty of the magnitude and impedance angle of ΔZR1_BC, as shown in Figure 4 . The dashed circle indicates the scope of the measured impedance caused by ΔZR1_BC. As shown in Figure 4a , although the fault is located within the protection range of Zone 1, ΔZR1_BC is inductive and of large impedance angle, which makes R1 fail to trip. As shown in Figure 4b , ΔZR1_BC is capacitive and of large impedance angle, which makes the actual reach point of Zone 1 far exceed the setting range; if there are no branches at bus n in the AC/DC hybrid system shown in Figure 1 , protection miscoordination of R1 and relay installed at the same side of adjacent line may be induced by ΔZR1_BC. If there are branches at bus n, as shown in Figure 1 , the fault circuit diagram of a bolted phase B-to-phase C fault that happens at f2 on the adjacent line of line mn is shown in Figure 5b . The impedance measured by the BC element in R1 is:
where fm Z is the positive-sequence impedance between bus n and f2, and Bh I and Ch I are phase B current and phase C current which are injected into line ng from line nh, respectively. The circuit diagram of a non-bolted phase B-to-phase C fault that happens at f1 is shown in Figure 5a . Comparing Figure 5b with Figure 5a , it can be observed that the magnitude and phase relationship between the currents injected into fault circuit by traditional voltage sources and the currents flowing through R1 are similar. Therefore, the analysis on the bolted phase-to-phase fault at f2 is similar to the above analysis on the non-bolted phase-to-phase fault at f1. In Equation (5), the additional impedance ΔZ'R1_BC is induced by the injected currents of traditional voltage sources and the magnitude and impedance angle of ΔZ'R1_BC are uncertain. Therefore when fault happens on adjacent lines, ZR1_BC cannot reflect the fault location correctly, and R1 may fail to trip or overreach.
If the fault at f2 is non-bolted, the measured impedance will be more complex under the effect of If there are branches at bus n, as shown in Figure 1 , the fault circuit diagram of a bolted phase B-to-phase C fault that happens at f2 on the adjacent line of line mn is shown in Figure 5b . The impedance measured by the BC element in R1 is:
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I Ch are phase B current and phase C current which are injected into line ng from line nh, respectively. The circuit diagram of a non-bolted phase B-to-phase C fault that happens at f1 is shown in Figure 5a . Comparing Figure 5b with Figure 5a , it can be observed that the magnitude and phase relationship between the currents injected into fault circuit by traditional voltage sources and the currents flowing through R1 are similar. Therefore, the analysis on the bolted phase-to-phase fault at f2 is similar to the above analysis on the non-bolted phase-to-phase fault at f1. In Equation (5), the additional impedance ∆Z' R1_BC is induced by the injected currents of traditional voltage sources and the magnitude and impedance angle of ∆Z' R1_BC are uncertain. Therefore when fault happens on adjacent lines, Z R1_BC cannot reflect the fault location correctly, and R1 may fail to trip or overreach. If the fault at f2 is non-bolted, the measured impedance will be more complex under the effect of currents injected by source g, but the conclusion that R1 may fail to trip or overreach is confirmable. Similarly, R2 may misoperate when a backward fault happens. currents injected by source g, but the conclusion that R1 may fail to trip or overreach is confirmable. Similarly, R2 may misoperate when a backward fault happens.
(a) (b) Figure 5 . Circuit diagrams of phase B-to-phase C faults: (a) A non-bolted fault happens at f1; (b) A bolted fault happens at f2.
Applicability Analysis of R2
When a phase B-to-phase C fault with fault resistance 2Rf happens at f1, fault currents that flows through R1 are only provided by the interconnector, and fault currents that flows through R2 are only provided by traditional voltage sources. The impedance measured by the BC element in R2 is:
where Zfn is the positive-sequence impedance between the relay location and the fault location f1. Obviously, ΔZR2_BC is affected by the magnitude and phase relationship between currents flowing through both ends of the line. Since 1
impedance angle of ΔZR2_BC is in the range of arcsin ,arcsin xx    whose span is less than 180°. Hence, when the magnitudes of fault currents flowing through both ends of line mn deviate from each other greatly, namely x is small, ΔZR2_BC is approximately resistive as a result, as shown in Figure 6 . In that case, the influence of the fault current Bm Cm II  which is provided by the interconnector on the measured impedance of R2 can be neglected. However, when fault happens at the back side of bus n, for example at f2, the operation characteristic of R2 is the same with R1, and the difference between the impedances measured by R1 and R2 is mn Z . 
When a phase B-to-phase C fault with fault resistance 2R f happens at f1, fault currents that flows through R1 are only provided by the interconnector, and fault currents that flows through R2 are only provided by traditional voltage sources. The impedance measured by the BC element in R2 is:
where Z fn is the positive-sequence impedance between the relay location and the fault location f1. Obviously, ∆Z R2_BC is affected by the magnitude and phase relationship between currents flowing through both ends of the line. Sinceˇˇˇˇ. I Bn´. I Cnˇ, the impedance angle of ∆Z R2_BC is in the range of r´arcsinx, arcsinxs whose span is less than 180˝. Hence, when the magnitudes of fault currents flowing through both ends of line mn deviate from each other greatly, namely x is small, ∆Z R2_BC is approximately resistive as a result, as shown in Figure 6 . In that case, the influence of the fault current . I Bm´. I Cm which is provided by the interconnector on the measured impedance of R2 can be neglected. However, when fault happens at the back side of bus n, for example at f2, the operation characteristic of R2 is the same with R1, and the difference between the impedances measured by R1 and R2 is Z mn .
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, the impedance angle of ΔZR2_BC is in the range of arcsin ,arcsin xx    whose span is less than 180°.
Hence, when the magnitudes of fault currents flowing through both ends of line mn deviate from each other greatly, namely x is small, ΔZR2_BC is approximately resistive as a result, as shown in Figure 6 . In that case, the influence of the fault current Bm Cm II  which is provided by the interconnector on the measured impedance of R2 can be neglected. However, when fault happens at the back side of bus n, for example at f2, the operation characteristic of R2 is the same with R1, and the difference between the impedances measured by R1 and R2 is mn Z . In Figure 1 , currents flowing through R3-R6 are not only provided by the interconnector. The network at the back of R3 or R5 contains traditional voltage sources and the interconnector, and there are only traditional voltage sources in the forward direction of R3 or R5; the network back of R4 or R6 only contains traditional voltage sources, and there are traditional voltage sources and the interconnector in the forward direction. Since the output currents of the interconnector are limited and do not increase significantly after the fault, the measured impedances of phase elements in R3-R6 are mainly influenced by the magnitude and phase relationship of currents provided by traditional voltage sources, and are scarcely influenced by the output currents of the interconnector. Therefore, for distance relays whose measured currents are not only provided by the interconnector, the impacts of fault resistances or currents injected from other branches on their measured impedances are similar to those on the measured impedances of distance relays in traditional AC networks. The analysis on the phase elements in R1-R6 under two-phase faults is also applicable to three-phase faults.
Simulation Results
The conclusions on the applicability of phase elements in R1 and R2 which are installed on the line emanating from the VSC-HVDC interconnector are verified in this section. The model of the AC/DC hybrid system shown in Figure 1 is built in PSCAD/EMTDC. The rated capacity of the interconnector is 200 MVA, the equivalent sources of AC networks at the back of bus g and bus h areĖg = 115=10˝kV andĖh = 115=10˝kV, and the equivalent impedances of these networks are Z g = 0.1Z ng and Z h = 0.1Z nh , respectively. The length of line mn, line ng and line nh are 40 km, 60 km, and 40 km, respectively. The parameters of these lines are summarized in Table 1 . Quadrilateral relays with the characteristic shape shown in Figure 3 are employed in R1 and R2. R set = 60 Ω and φ k is set as 75˝, which represents the impedance angle of AC lines. By convention, α 1 = 60˝, α 2 = 15˝, α 3 = 30˝, and α 4 = arctan 1 /8. The reach of Zone 1 is set at 85% of the line length. When setting Zone 2, injection branches are ignored [22] . The reach of Zone 2 is generally set at 120%-150% of the line length, and it must not cover beyond that of Zone 1 of the relays which are installed at the same side of adjacent lines [23] . In this paper, the reach of Zone 2 of R1 and R2 is set at 150% of the length of line mn. The setting values of R1 and R2 are as follows:
where the superscripts I and II indicate Zone I and Zone II, respectively.
Case Study
The output power of the interconnector at MMC-2 side is P 0 =´100 MW and Q 0 = 0 MVar before the fault. A phase B-to-phase C fault with 15 Ω fault resistance happens on line mn at 1 s, and the distance between R1 and the fault location is 30 km. The magnitudes and phase angles ofİ Bm´İCm andİ Bn´İCn are shown in Figure 7 . After the fault,İ Bm´İCm , which is entirely provided by the interconnector, does not increase significantly, whileİ Bn´İCn increases dramatically. |İ Bn´İCn | is about 3.8 times larger than |İ Bm´İCm |, andİ Bn´İCn leadsİ Bm´İCm by 147.5˝. Thereforěˇˇˇ. respectively. According to Equations (3) and (6), ∆Z R1_BC is inductive, and ∆Z R2_BC is capacitive. In R-X diagram, the measured impedances of BC elements in R1 and R2, which are represented by Z R1_BC and Z R2_BC , locate at two circles respectively, as shown in Figure 8 . The centers of the circles are O 1 " Z f m`R f and O 2 " Z f n`R f , and the radii of the circles are r 1 " R fˇ. phases. Therefore the impact of the interconnector on R1 and R2 is related to the magnitude of the relationship between fault currents flowing through each side of the line. In other words, it is related to the relationship between the short-circuit capacity of the traditional AC network and the rated capacity of the interconnector. In general, fault currents provided by a traditional AC network are larger than those provided by a VSC-HVDC interconnector, which makes r 1 > R f > r 2 . It can be seen from Figure 8 that the impact of the interconnector on R1 is greater than that on R2. Under the same fault conditions including fault type, fault location, and fault resistance, if the rated capacity of the interconnector increases, the impact of the interconnector on R1 will decrease, and the impact of the interconnector on R2 will increase.
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In R-X diagram, the measured impedances of BC elements in R1 and R2, which are represented by Therefore the impact of the interconnector on R1 and R2 is related to the magnitude of the relationship between fault currents flowing through each side of the line. In other words, it is related to the relationship between the short-circuit capacity of the traditional AC network and the rated capacity of the interconnector. In general, fault currents provided by a traditional AC network are larger than those provided by a VSC-HVDC interconnector, which makes r1 > Rf > r2. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the impact of the interconnector on R1 is greater than that on R2. Under the same fault conditions including fault type, fault location, and fault resistance, if the rated capacity of the interconnector increases, the impact of the interconnector on R1 will decrease, and the impact of the interconnector on R2 will increase.
(a) (b) The actual measured impedances of the BC elements in R1 and R2 are shown in Figure 9 . ZR1_BC = −13.21 + 27.65j Ω, and the additional impedance caused by fault resistance is ZR1_BC = −16.36 + 15.80j Ω = 22.74136.0° Ω. R1 fails to trip. ZR2_BC = 6.92 + 2.87j Ω, and the additional impedance is ZR2_BC = −5.87 − 1.08j Ω = 5.97−10.5° Ω. R2 operates correctly. The simulation results verified the analysis in the paragraph above. Therefore the impact of the interconnector on R1 and R2 is related to the magnitude of the relationship between fault currents flowing through each side of the line. In other words, it is related to the relationship between the short-circuit capacity of the traditional AC network and the rated capacity of the interconnector. In general, fault currents provided by a traditional AC network are larger than those provided by a VSC-HVDC interconnector, which makes r1 > Rf > r2. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the impact of the interconnector on R1 is greater than that on R2. Under the same fault conditions including fault type, fault location, and fault resistance, if the rated capacity of the interconnector increases, the impact of the interconnector on R1 will decrease, and the impact of the interconnector on R2 will increase.
(a) (b) The actual measured impedances of the BC elements in R1 and R2 are shown in Figure 9 . ZR1_BC = −13.21 + 27.65j Ω, and the additional impedance caused by fault resistance is ZR1_BC = −16.36 + 15.80j Ω = 22.74136.0° Ω. R1 fails to trip. ZR2_BC = 6.92 + 2.87j Ω, and the additional impedance is ZR2_BC = −5.87 − 1.08j Ω = 5.97−10.5° Ω. R2 operates correctly. The simulation results verified the analysis in the paragraph above. The actual measured impedances of the BC elements in R1 and R2 are shown in Figure 9 . Z R1_BC =´13.21 + 27.65j Ω, and the additional impedance caused by fault resistance is Z R1_BC =´16.36 + 15.80j Ω = 22.74=136.0˝Ω. R1 fails to trip. Z R2_BC = 6.92 + 2.87j Ω, and the additional impedance is Z R2_BC =´5.87´1.08j Ω = 5.97=´10.5˝Ω. R2 operates correctly. The simulation results verified the analysis in the paragraph above. 
Area of Measured Impedance
Taking into consideration that the VSC-HVDC interconnector may operate at different states before faults, phase B-to-phase C faults with different fault resistances are simulated at different locations on line mn. The areas of measured impedances of the BC elements in R1 and R2 are obtained by changing the fault resistance (from 0 to 20 Ω) and the distance between relay location and fault location (from 0% to 100% of line mn). When the output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at MMC-2 side is P0 = 200 MW and Q0 = 0 MVar before the fault, the areas of measured impedances of R1 and R2 are shown in Figure 10a ,b, respectively. When P0 = 100 MW and Q0 = 0 MVar, the areas of measured impedances of R1 and R2 are shown in Figure 11a ,b, respectively. The green shaded area in each figure represents the area of measured impedances when the distance between relay location and fault location is within 0%-85% of line length, and the yellow shaded area represents the area of measured impedances when the distance between relay location and fault location is within 85%-100% of line length. 
Taking into consideration that the VSC-HVDC interconnector may operate at different states before faults, phase B-to-phase C faults with different fault resistances are simulated at different locations on line mn. The areas of measured impedances of the BC elements in R1 and R2 are obtained by changing the fault resistance (from 0 to 20 Ω) and the distance between relay location and fault location (from 0% to 100% of line mn). When the output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at MMC-2 side is P 0 = 200 MW and Q 0 = 0 MVar before the fault, the areas of measured impedances of R1 and R2 are shown in Figure 10a ,b, respectively. When P 0 = 100 MW and Q 0 = 0 MVar, the areas of measured impedances of R1 and R2 are shown in Figure 11a ,b, respectively. The green shaded area in each figure represents the area of measured impedances when the distance between relay location and fault location is within 0%-85% of line length, and the yellow shaded area represents the area of measured impedances when the distance between relay location and fault location is within 85%-100% of line length. 
Taking into consideration that the VSC-HVDC interconnector may operate at different states before faults, phase B-to-phase C faults with different fault resistances are simulated at different locations on line mn. The areas of measured impedances of the BC elements in R1 and R2 are obtained by changing the fault resistance (from 0 to 20 Ω) and the distance between relay location and fault location (from 0% to 100% of line mn). When the output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at MMC-2 side is P0 = 200 MW and Q0 = 0 MVar before the fault, the areas of measured impedances of R1 and R2 are shown in Figure 10a ,b, respectively. When P0 = 100 MW and Q0 = 0 MVar, the areas of measured impedances of R1 and R2 are shown in Figure 11a ,b, respectively. The green shaded area in each figure represents the area of measured impedances when the distance between relay location and fault location is within 0%-85% of line length, and the yellow shaded area represents the area of measured impedances when the distance between relay location and fault location is within 85%-100% of line length. The influence of the interconnector on the measured impedances of the relays is related to its operation state before fault. Comparing Figure 11a with Figure 12a , and Figure 11b with Figure 12b , The influence of the interconnector on the measured impedances of the relays is related to its operation state before fault. Comparing Figure 11a with Figures 12a, and 11b with Figure 12b , it can be seen that different operation states of the interconnector before fault will result in different output characteristics of the interconnector after fault. In other words, the output currentİ Am+ of the interconnector is different after fault, which makes the magnitudes and angles of the additional impedances measured by R1 and R2 different. Therefore the areas of measured impedances of the relays vary significantly. Comparing Figure 11a with Figures 11b, and 12a with Figure 12b , it can be seen that the areas of measured impedances of R1 differ greatly from the pre-set area, while the areas of measured impedances of R2 differ little from the pre-set area. It can also be seen from Figures 11  and 12 that when fault happens on line mn, Zone 1 of R1 may fail to trip under in-zone fault and overreach under out-of-zone fault, and Zone 2 of R1 may also fail to trip. However, Zone 1 of R2 may underreach or overreach only when fault happens near the end of the pre-set protection range, where the distance between the R2 and the fault location is greater than 50% of line mn, and Zone 2 of R2 can operate correctly. Therefore, the impact of the interconnector on R1 is greater than that on R2, which verifies the analysis in Section 3.2.
Equation (11):
where Figure 12 . İdev represents the output positive-sequence current of the interconnector. Zm+ and Zn+ have the same meaning as Zfm and Zfn, respectively. In a negative-sequence network, the negative-sequence impedance between R1 and the fault location is nearly infinite, and Zn− is the negative-sequence impedance between R2 and the fault location, which equals to Zn+. Zm0 is the zero-sequence impedance between R1 and the fault location, and Zn0 is the zero-sequence impedance between R2 and the fault location. ZSeq+, ZSeq− and ZSeq0 are equivalent positive-sequence impedance, negative-sequence impedance and zero-sequence impedance of the AC network at the back side of bus n, respectively. Other symbols have been mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. The impedance of the converter transformer is neglected in this paper. If the line-to-ground admittance is ignored, the relationship of the sequence currents is:
The negative-sequence network only contains the bus n side of the fault location, and the zero-sequence network is the parallel circuit of zero-sequence equivalent impedances, ZΣm0 and ZΣn0, at each side of the fault location. Assuming that impedance angles of ZΣm0 and ZΣn0 are equal, İm0 is in phase with İn0, and in this case İAf+ and İAf− ( İAn−) are also in phase with İn0 according to Equations (11) and (12). According to Equation (12), 1 B and 2 B in Equations (9) and (10) can be expressed as
Equations (13) and (14), respectively: The simulation results in this section show that when a phase-to-phase fault with fault resistance happens on line mn, the angles of the additional impedances measured by R1 and R2 may not be within a very small range around zero, which is different from traditional AC lines with two-terminal power supplies. Therefore, traditional fixed-setting quadrilateral characteristic cannot improve the ability of the distance protections which are installed on lines emanating from the interconnector against fault resistance effectively, especially the protections located at the interconnector side such as R1. And traditional fixed-setting characteristics can cause significant error in these protections.
Applicability Analysis of Ground Distance Protection
Taking single-phase-to-ground faults that happen at f1 and f2 as example, the applicability of the ground distance protection to the line emanating from the VSC-HVDC interconnector is discussed in this section.
Applicability Analysis of R1 and R2
When a phase-A-to-ground fault with fault resistance R f happens at f1, the impedances measured by the AG elements in R1 and R2 are:
whereİ Am andİ An are phase A currents flowing through R1 and R2,İ m0 andİ n0 are zero-sequence currents measured by R1 and R2, K "
is the zero-sequence compensation coefficient, and ∆Z R1_A and ∆Z R2_A are additional terms of Z R1_A and Z R2_A caused by fault resistance, respectively.İ An , which is provided by traditional voltage source, contains positive-sequence component, negative-sequence component and zero-sequence component, and therefore it can be expressed asİ An =İ n+ +İ An´+İn0 ; I Am contains positive-sequence component and zero-sequence component since the negative-sequence component are eliminated by the interconnector, and it can be expressed asİ Am +İ Am+ +İ m0 . The magnitude and phase angle ofİ Am+ is controlled by the FRT strategy of the interconnector and therefore |İ Am+ | does not increase significantly after the fault. The neutral-points of the converter transformers are ungrounded at the converter side, as shown in Figure 1 , and thereforeİ m0 does not flow through the converter MMC-2 and is not controlled by the FRT strategy.
The compound sequence network of a single-phase-to-ground fault is the series of positive-sequence, negative-sequence and zero-sequence networks, and therefore the positive-sequence, negative-sequence and zero-sequence component of the fault path current meet Equation (11):
whereİ Af+ +İ Am+ +İ An+ ,İ Af´=İAn´, andİ Af0 =İ m0 +İ n0 . The compound sequence network of the fault is shown in Figure 12 .İ dev represents the output positive-sequence current of the interconnector. Z m+ and Z n+ have the same meaning as Z fm and Z fn , respectively. In a negative-sequence network, the negative-sequence impedance between R1 and the fault location is nearly infinite, and Z n´i s the negative-sequence impedance between R2 and the fault location, which equals to Z n+ . Z m0 is the zero-sequence impedance between R1 and the fault location, and Z n0 is the zero-sequence impedance between R2 and the fault location. Z Seq+ , Z Seq´a nd Z Seq0 are equivalent positive-sequence impedance, negative-sequence impedance and zero-sequence impedance of the AC network at the back side of bus n, respectively. Other symbols have been mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. The impedance of the converter transformer is neglected in this paper. If the line-to-ground admittance is ignored, the relationship of the sequence currents is:
. I Am``. I An`"
The negative-sequence network only contains the bus n side of the fault location, and the zero-sequence network is the parallel circuit of zero-sequence equivalent impedances, Z Σm0 and Z Σn0 , at each side of the fault location. Assuming that impedance angles of Z Σm0 and Z Σn0 are equal, I m0 is in phase withİ n0 , and in this caseİ Af+ andİ Af´(İAn´) are also in phase withİ n0 according to Equations (11) and (12) .
According to Equation (12), B 1 and B 2 in Equations (9) and (10) can be expressed as Equations (13) and (14) (14) It is assumed that the zero-sequence impedance angle of AC line is equal to positive-sequence impedance angle in this paper, and therefore the zero-sequence compensation coefficient K is a real number. According to the analysis above,İ m0 is in phase withİ n0 ,İ Am+ is directly controlled by the interconnector, andİ An+ is provided by traditional voltage sources. It can be seen from Equations (13) and (14) Figure 12 is simplified as Figure 13 for the analysis below. It can be observed that the phase relationship between . U a`a ndİ Am+ is related to the active power P' and reactive power Q' which are injected into the fault path from the interconnector side of the fault location, as shown in Figure 14 , and is also related to the output active power P and reactive power Q of the interconnector. According to Section 2, if a ě 0.9 after fault, the interconnector can still work in all four quadrants and the phase angle difference between . U a`a ndİ Am+ can be any value in the range of 0˝-360˝. If a < 0.9, the interconnector can work in quadrant I and the quadrant II where Q ą 0, and the phase angle by which the output positive-sequence voltage of interconnector leadsİ Am+ is in the range of 0˝-180˝; if the line loss between the interconnector and the fault location is ignored, the phase angle by which . U a`l eadṡ I Am+ is also in the range of 0˝-180˝. 
It is assumed that the zero-sequence impedance angle of AC line is equal to positive-sequence impedance angle in this paper, and therefore the zero-sequence compensation coefficient K is a real number. According to the analysis above, İm0 is in phase with İn0, İAm+ is directly controlled by the interconnector, and İAn+ is provided by traditional voltage sources. It can be seen from Equations (13) and (14) Figure 12 is simplified as Figure 13 for the analysis below. It can be observed that the phase relationship between a U  and İAm+ is related to the active power P' and reactive power Q' which are injected into the fault path from the interconnector side of the fault location, as shown in Figure 14 , and is also related to the output active power P and reactive power Q of the interconnector. According to Section 2, if a ≥ 0.9 after fault, the interconnector can still work in all four quadrants and the phase angle difference between a U  and İAm+ can be any value in the range of 0°-360°. If a < 0.9, the interconnector can work in quadrant I and the quadrant II where 0 Q  , and the phase angle by which the output positive-sequence voltage of interconnector leads İAm+ is in the range of 0°-180°; if the line loss between the interconnector and the fault location is ignored, the phase angle by which a U  leads İAm+ is also in the range of 0°-180°. 
It is assumed that the zero-sequence impedance angle of AC line is equal to positive-sequence impedance angle in this paper, and therefore the zero-sequence compensation coefficient K is a real number. According to the analysis above, İm0 is in phase with İn0, İAm+ is directly controlled by the interconnector, and İAn+ is provided by traditional voltage sources. It can be seen from Equations (13) and (14) that the additional impedances ΔZR1_A and ΔZR2_A are determined by the magnitude and phase relationship among İAm+, İAn+, İm0 and İn0. Figure 12 is simplified as Figure 13 for the analysis below. It can be observed that the phase relationship between a U  and İAm+ is related to the active power P' and reactive power Q' which are injected into the fault path from the interconnector side of the fault location, as shown in Figure 14 , and is also related to the output active power P and reactive power Q of the interconnector. According to Section 2, if a ≥ 0.9 after fault, the interconnector can still work in all four quadrants and the phase angle difference between a U  and İAm+ can be any value in the range of 0°-360°. If a < 0.9, the interconnector can work in quadrant I and the quadrant II where 0 Q  , and the phase angle by which the output positive-sequence voltage of interconnector leads İAm+ is in the range of 0°-180°; if the line loss between the interconnector and the fault location is ignored, the phase angle by which a U  leads İAm+ is also in the range of 0°-180°. U a`a ndİ Am+ .
Analysis of the Phase Relationship between Positive-Sequence Voltage a U  at the Fault Location and İAm+
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Analysis of the Range of the Angle of Additional Impedance
It can also be seen from Figure 13 that the phase angle by which . U a`l eadsİ Af+ equals the impedance angle of 3R f + Z Σ´+ Z Σ0 , which is in the range of 0˝-75˝. Due to the factİ Af+ =İ Am+ +İ An+ , the phase angles of the three variables increase or decrease in the sequence ofİ Am+ ,İ Af+ andİ An+ . The possible phase relationships amongİ Am+ ,İ Af+ andİ An+ are shown in Figure 15 .
It can also be seen from Figure 13 that the phase angle by which a U  leads İAf+ equals the impedance angle of 3Rf + ZΣ− + ZΣ0, which is in the range of 0°-75°. Due to the fact İAf+ = İAm+ + İAn+, the phase angles of the three variables increase or decrease in the sequence of İAm+, İAf+ and İAn+. The possible phase relationships among İAm+, İAf+ and İAn+ are shown in Figure 15 . Figure 13 . It can be seen from Equations (13) and (14) and İAm+ is in the range of 0°-360°, the phase angle difference between İAm+ and İAf+ (or İm0, İn0) will also be in the range of 0°-360°. According to İAn+ = İAf+ − İAm+, if İAm+ > İAf+, the phase angle difference between İAn+ and İAf+ (or İm0, İn0) will also be in the range of 0°-360°; if İAm+ < İAf+ and İAm+/İAf+ = d < 1, the phase angle difference between İAn+ and İAf+ (or İm0, İn0) will be in the range of [−arcsind,arcsind], which is a relatively small range. Therefore in Equations (13) and (14), if the phase angle difference between İAm+ and (1 + K) İm+ is large, and İAm+ is close to (1 + K) İm0 or İAm+ >> (1 + K) İm0, the impedance angle of ΔZR1_A will be probably quite large; similarly, if the phase angle difference between İAn+ and İm0 + (2 + K) İm0 is large, and İAn+ is close to İm0 + (2 + K) İn0 or İAn+ >> İm0 + (2 + K) İn0, the impedance angle of ΔZR2_A will be probably quite large. Therefore when a single-phase-to-ground fault happens on line mn, the additional impedances caused by fault resistance can make the measured impedances of R1 and R2 differ greatly from Zfm and Zfn, and probably lead to malfunction of R1 and R2. Based on the analysis above, traditional ground distance elements in R1and R2 are unreliable. When a single-phase-to-ground fault with fault resistance happens on line mn and the fault resistance is not Figure 13 . It can be seen from Equations (13) and (14) U a`a ndİ Am+ is in the range of 0˝-360˝, the phase angle difference betweenİ Am+ andİ Af+ (orİ m0 ,İ n0 ) will also be in the range of 0˝-360˝. According toİ An+ =İ Af+´İAm+ , if |İ Am+ | > |İ Af+ |, the phase angle difference betweenİ An+ andİ Af+ (orİ m0 ,İ n0 ) will also be in the range of 0˝-360˝; if |İ Am+ | < |İ Af+ | and |İ Am+ |/|İ Af+ | = d < 1, the phase angle difference betweenİ An+ andİ Af+ (orİ m0 , I n0 ) will be in the range of [´arcsind,arcsind] , which is a relatively small range. Therefore in Equations (13) and (14), if the phase angle difference betweenİ Am+ and (1 + K)İ m+ is large, and |İ Am+ | is close to |(1 + K)İ m0 | or |İ Am+ | >> |(1 + K)İ m0 |, the impedance angle of ∆Z R1_A will be probably quite large; similarly, if the phase angle difference betweenİ An+ andİ m0 + (2 + K)İ m0 is large, and |İ An+ | is close to |İ m0 + (2 + K)İ n0 | or |İ An+ | >> |İ m0 + (2 + K)İ n0 |, the impedance angle of ∆Z R2_A will be probably quite large. Therefore when a single-phase-to-ground fault happens on line mn, the additional impedances caused by fault resistance can make the measured impedances of R1 and R2 differ greatly from Z fm and Z fn , and probably lead to malfunction of R1 and R2. Based on the analysis above, traditional ground distance elements in R1and R2 are unreliable. When a single-phase-to-ground fault with fault resistance happens on line mn and the fault resistance is not very large, the voltage of the interconnector AC bus drops dramatically, the magnitude and phase angle of its positive-sequence component change significantly after the fault, and the output characteristics of the interconnector are related to the operation state before the fault, fault location, fault resistance, etc. In this case, the output currents and voltages of the interconnector are controllable, and therefore the influence of the interconnector on the measured impedance of distance relays differs greatly from that of traditional voltage sources, which confirms the above analysis in this section. However, it is worth pointing out that if the fault resistance is very large, for example 50 Ω, the voltage of the interconnector AC bus drops very little, the output power of the interconnector is almost the same as before the fault, and the magnitude and phase angle of its positive-sequence component change insignificantly after the fault. Although the negative-sequence component of the output current is suppressed by the interconnector, the negative-sequence current is also very small when a single-phase-to-ground fault with large fault resistance happens on a traditional AC line. Therefore, under single-phase-to-ground fault conditions with a large fault resistance, there is no obvious difference between the output characteristics of the VSC-HVDC interconnector and those of the traditional voltage source whose output voltages before the fault are the same as the interconnector, and the impacts of the interconnector on distance relays are the same with this traditional voltage source.
When a bolted phase-A-to-ground fault happens at f2, the impedance measured by the AG element in R1 is:
whereİ Ah is the phase A current which is injected into line ng from line nh, andİ h0 is the zero-sequence component ofİ Ah . Similar to the analysis on the non-bolted single-phase-to-ground fault that happens at f1, since the magnitude and phase relationship amongİ Ah+ ,İ Am+ and other components in C 1 is influenced by the operation state of the interconnector before fault, the FRT strategy of the interconnector and actual fault conditions, the magnitude and impedance angle of the additional term ∆Z' R1_A are uncertain, which may lead to malfunction of R1. Similarly, R2 may misoperate when a backward fault happens.
The applicability analysis on ground distance elements in R3-R6 is similar to that on phase elements. Since the currents flowing through R3-R6 are not only provided by the interconnector, the measured impedances of ground distance elements in R3-R6 are mainly influenced by the magnitude and phase relationship of currents provided by traditional voltage sources, and are scarcely influenced by the output currents of the interconnector. Based on the analysis presented in Sections 3 and 4 it can be seen that traditional phase-to-phase distance protection principle and ground distance protection principle are still applicable to AC lines which are not directly emanating from the VSC-HVDC interconnector.
Simulation Results
The simulation model and quadrilateral relays in Section 3.3 are employed to verify the theoretical analysis in Section 4.1.
Case 1
The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P 0 = 200 MW and Q 0 = 0 MVar before the fault. A phase-A-to-ground fault with 20 Ω fault resistance happens on line mn at 1 s, and the distance between R1 and the fault location is 10 km. The positive-sequence components, negative-sequence components and zero-sequence components of the currents flowing through R1 and R2, as well as the impedances measured by the AG elements in R1 and R2, are shown in Figure 16 . As displayed in Figure 16a , the negative-sequence componentİ An´i s in phase witḣ I m0 andİ n0 , andİ Am´i s nearly zero, which agrees with the theoretical analysis in Section 4.1. It can be seen from Figure 16b thatİ Am+ leadsİ An´a ndİ An´l eadsİ An+ , namely thatİ Am+ leadsİ Af+ anḋ I Af+ leadsİ An+ , which matches with the phase relationship shown in Figure 15f . Z R1_A = 16.654=3.2Ω
, Z R1_A = 15.866=´10.9˝Ω, and the AG element in R1 operates correctly, as shown in Figure 16c . Z R2_A = 50.239=39.5˝Ω, Z R2_A = 40.902=29.4˝Ω, and the AG element in R2 fails to trip, as shown in Figure 16d .
Energies 2016, 9, 400 17 of 27 are shown in Figure 16 . As displayed in Figure 16a , the negative-sequence component İAn− is in phase with İm0 and İn0, and İAm− is nearly zero, which agrees with the theoretical analysis in Section 4.1. It can be seen from Figure 16b that İAm+ leads İAn− and İAn− leads İAn+, namely that İAm+ leads İAf+ and İAf+ leads İAn+, which matches with the phase relationship shown in Figure 15f . ZR1_A = 16.6543.2° Ω, ZR1_A = 15.866− 10.9° Ω, and the AG element in R1 operates correctly, as shown in Figure 16c . ZR2_A = 50.23939.5° Ω, ZR2_A = 40.90229.4° Ω, and the AG element in R2 fails to trip, as shown in Figure 16d . Since the magnitude and phase angle of İAm+ are directly controlled by the interconnector, and İAm+ + İAn+ = İAf+ = İAf− = İAf0, the magnitude and phase angle of İAn+ are also influenced by the control of the interconnector. It can be seen from this simulation that İAm+ leads İAn− (or İm0, İn0) by 29.0°, and therefore ZR1_A is slightly capacitive with a small impedance angle and R1 operates correctly. However, İAn+ lags İAn− (or İm0, İn0) by 109.7°, and therefore ZR2_A is inductive and the impedance angle of ZR2_A is large, which makes R2 fail to trip. 
Case 2
The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P0 = −100 MW and Q0 = 0 MVar before the fault. A phase-A-to-ground fault with 10 Ω fault resistance happens on line mn at 1 s, and the distance between R1 and the fault location is 30 km. The positive-sequence components, negative-sequence components and zero-sequence components of currents flowing through R1 and R2, as well as the impedances measured by the AG elements in R1 and R2, are shown in Figure 17 . As shown in Figure 17a , İAn− is in phase with İm0 and İn0 , and İAm− is nearly zero, which is the same as Case 1. It can be seen from Figure 16b that İAn+ leads İAn− and İAn− leads İAm+, namely that İAn+ leads İAf+ and İAf+ leads İAm+, which matches with the phase relationship shown in Figure 15b . ZR1_A = 38.33254.3° Ω, ZR1_A = 27.22145.1° Ω, and the AG element in R1 fails to trip, as shown in Figure 17c . ZR2_A = 8.38518.8° Ω, ZR2_A = 6.998−10.3° Ω, and the AG element in R2 operates correctly, as shown in Figure 17d . In this case, İAm+ lags İAn− (or İm0, İn0) by 138.8°, and therefore ZR1_A is inductive and the impedance angle of ZR1_A is large, which makes R1 fail to trip. İAn+ leads İAn− (or İm0, İn0) by 22.5°, and therefore ZR2_A is slightly capacitive with a small impedance angle and R2 operates correctly. Since the magnitude and phase angle ofİ Am+ are directly controlled by the interconnector, anḋ I Am+ +İ An+ =İ Af+ =İ Af´=İAf0 , the magnitude and phase angle ofİ An+ are also influenced by the control of the interconnector. It can be seen from this simulation thatİ Am+ leadsİ An´( orİ m0 ,İ n0 ) by 29.0˝, and therefore Z R1_A is slightly capacitive with a small impedance angle and R1 operates correctly. However,İ An+ lagsİ An´( orİ m0 ,İ n0 ) by 109.7˝, and therefore Z R2_A is inductive and the impedance angle of Z R2_A is large, which makes R2 fail to trip.
The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P 0 =´100 MW and Q 0 = 0 MVar before the fault. A phase-A-to-ground fault with 10 Ω fault resistance happens on line mn at 1 s, and the distance between R1 and the fault location is 30 km. The positive-sequence components, negative-sequence components and zero-sequence components of currents flowing through R1 and R2, as well as the impedances measured by the AG elements in R1 and R2, are shown in Figure 17 . As shown in Figure 17a ,İ An´i s in phase withİ m0 andİ n0 , andİ Am´i s nearly zero, which is the same as Case 1. It can be seen from Figure 16b thatİ An+ leadsİ An´a ndİ An´l eadsİ Am+ , namely thaṫ I An+ leadsİ Af+ andİ Af+ leadsİ Am+ , which matches with the phase relationship shown in Figure 15b . Z R1_A = 38.332=54.3˝Ω, Z R1_A = 27.221=45.1˝Ω, and the AG element in R1 fails to trip, as shown in Figure 17c . Z R2_A = 8.385=18.8˝Ω, Z R2_A = 6.998=´10.3˝Ω, and the AG element in R2 operates correctly, as shown in Figure 17d . In this case,İ Am+ lagsİ An´( orİ m0 ,İ n0 ) by 138.8˝, and therefore Z R1_A is inductive and the impedance angle of Z R1_A is large, which makes R1 fail to trip.İ An+ leadṡ I An´( orİ m0 ,İ n0 ) by 22.5˝, and therefore Z R2_A is slightly capacitive with a small impedance angle and R2 operates correctly.
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The simulation results in this section show that under non-bolted single-phase-to-ground faults on line mn, the magnitude and phase angle of output positive-sequence currents of the interconnector are controllable, which has a great influence on the magnitude and phase relationship among the positive-sequence components, negative-sequence components, and zero-sequence components of the fault currents. Therefore the magnitude and angle of the additional impedances measured by ground distance elements in R1 and R2 are influenced by the interconnector, which may lead to malfunction of R1 and R2. 
Applicability Analysis of Pilot Protection
The analysis in Section 3 and Section 4 reveals that due to the internal control of the VSC-HVDC interconnector, the output characteristics of the interconnector differ greatly from those of traditional voltage sources, which may lead to malfunctions of phase elements and ground distance elements in the distance relays installed on lines emanating from the VSC-HVDC interconnector. Traditional distance protection principles employed in R1 and R2 cannot satisfy the basic requirements of reliability and selectivity for power system relay protection. As is known, pilot protection is widely applied in traditional high voltage transmission lines. Common protection principles include the pilot distance protection principle, pilot directional protection principle, phase differential protection principle, current differential protection principle, etc. According to the analysis above, pilot distance protection is inapplicable to line mn. Since the magnitude and phase angle of output currents of the interconnector are controllable and the interconnector can work in all four quadrants after fault, pilot directional protection principle and phase differential protection principle are also inapplicable to line mn. There are many forms of restraint characteristics employed in current differential protection, such as ratio restraint characteristic and scalar product restraint characteristic, but these characteristics are all based on that the phase angle difference of the currents flowing through both sides of the line is different between internal and external faults. Assuming that the current differential protection with ratio restraint characteristic is employed for line mn, the operating criterion employed in the protection is: The simulation results in this section show that under non-bolted single-phase-to-ground faults on line mn, the magnitude and phase angle of output positive-sequence currents of the interconnector are controllable, which has a great influence on the magnitude and phase relationship among the positive-sequence components, negative-sequence components, and zero-sequence components of the fault currents. Therefore the magnitude and angle of the additional impedances measured by ground distance elements in R1 and R2 are influenced by the interconnector, which may lead to malfunction of R1 and R2.
The analysis in Sections 3 and 4 reveals that due to the internal control of the VSC-HVDC interconnector, the output characteristics of the interconnector differ greatly from those of traditional voltage sources, which may lead to malfunctions of phase elements and ground distance elements in the distance relays installed on lines emanating from the VSC-HVDC interconnector. Traditional distance protection principles employed in R1 and R2 cannot satisfy the basic requirements of reliability and selectivity for power system relay protection. As is known, pilot protection is widely applied in traditional high voltage transmission lines. Common protection principles include the pilot distance protection principle, pilot directional protection principle, phase differential protection principle, current differential protection principle, etc. According to the analysis above, pilot distance protection is inapplicable to line mn. Since the magnitude and phase angle of output currents of the interconnector are controllable and the interconnector can work in all four quadrants after fault, pilot directional protection principle and phase differential protection principle are also inapplicable to line mn. There are many forms of restraint characteristics employed in current differential protection, such as ratio restraint characteristic and scalar product restraint characteristic, but these characteristics are all based on that the phase angle difference of the currents flowing through both sides of the line is different between internal and external faults. Assuming that the current differential protection with ratio restraint characteristic is employed for line mn, the operating criterion employed in the protection is:ˇˇ.
where K res is a restraint coefficient which is usually taken as 0.5 or 1 [24] ,İ diff =İ m +İ n and represents the phasor sum of the phase currents flowing through both sides of the protected line,İ res =İ m´İn , and K res |İ res | is a common restraint current. When fault happens on line mn and the phase angle difference between the currents flowing through both sides of the line is close to 180˝, the operating quantity |İ diff | may be smaller than the restraint quantity K res |İ res |+İ op , which may lead to failure of the protection. Take a three-phase fault with 10-Ω fault resistance that happens on line mn at 1 s as example. The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P 0 =´100 MW and Q 0 = 0 MVar before the fault, and the distance between R1 and fault location is 10 km. Phase A currents flowing through both sides of line mn and their phase angles, as well asİ diff ,İ Ares and their magnitudes are shown in Figure 18 . After the fault the phase angle difference between phase A currents flowing through both sides of line mn changes from 180˝to 153.5˝, and this change is not significant. |İ Ares | is about 2.02 times larger than |İ diff |, and the relays fail to trip the line. where Kres is a restraint coefficient which is usually taken as 0.5 or 1 [24] , İdiff = İm + İn and represents the phasor sum of the phase currents flowing through both sides of the protected line, İres = İm − İn, and Kresİresis a common restraint current. When fault happens on line mn and the phase angle difference between the currents flowing through both sides of the line is close to 180°, the operating quantity İdiff may be smaller than the restraint quantity Kresİres+ İop, which may lead to failure of the protection. Take a three-phase fault with 10-Ω fault resistance that happens on line mn at 1 s as example. The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P0 = −100 MW and Q0 = 0 MVar before the fault, and the distance between R1 and fault location is 10 km. Phase A currents flowing through both sides of line mn and their phase angles, as well as İdiff, İAres and their magnitudes are shown in Figure 18 . After the fault the phase angle difference between phase A currents flowing through both sides of line mn changes from 180° to 153.5°, and this change is not significant. İAres is about 2.02 times larger than İdiff, and the relays fail to trip the line. For AC lines that are not directly emanating from the VSC-HVDC interconnector, the measured currents of the relays installed on these lines are not only provided by the interconnector, and the magnitude and phase relationship between fault currents flowing through both sides of these lines after fault are similar to the relationships in traditional AC system. Therefore traditional pilot protection principles are still applicable to AC lines that are not directly emanating from the interconnector. Based on the analysis above, it is necessary to develop a novel pilot protection principle for AC lines emanating from the interconnector.
A Novel Pilot Protection Principle and Verification
Through the analysis presented in previous sections, traditional distance protection and pilot protection are not applicable to lines emanating from the VSC-HVDC interconnector. In this section, a novel pilot protection principle is put forward for these lines, and the validity of the principle is verified by simulation results. Line mn in Figure 1 is taken as example for the study in this section. For AC lines that are not directly emanating from the VSC-HVDC interconnector, the measured currents of the relays installed on these lines are not only provided by the interconnector, and the magnitude and phase relationship between fault currents flowing through both sides of these lines after fault are similar to the relationships in traditional AC system. Therefore traditional pilot protection principles are still applicable to AC lines that are not directly emanating from the interconnector. Based on the analysis above, it is necessary to develop a novel pilot protection principle for AC lines emanating from the interconnector. 
A Protection Principle Based on the Magnitude Comparison of Currents Flowing through Both Sides of the Line
A Novel Pilot Protection Principle and Verification
Through the analysis presented in previous sections, traditional distance protection and pilot protection are not applicable to lines emanating from the VSC-HVDC interconnector. In this section, a novel pilot protection principle is put forward for these lines, and the validity of the principle is verified by simulation results. Line mn in Figure 1 is taken as example for the study in this section.
A Protection Principle Based on the Magnitude Comparison of Currents Flowing through Both Sides of the Line
According to the FRT strategy and output characteristics of the interconnector after a fault which are presented in Section 2, when an internal unbalanced fault happens on line mn, for example at f1 in Figure 1 , the negative-sequence currents flowing through bus m side of the line are nearly zero, since the inner negative-current control loops of the interconnector are aimed at eliminating negative-sequence currents; but the negative-sequence currents flowing through bus n side of the line are very large. When an external unbalanced fault happens at the traditional AC side, for example at f2 in Figure 1 , the negative-sequence currents flowing through both sides of line mn are close to zero. When an external unbalanced fault happens at the interconnector side, for example at f0 in Figure 1 , the negative-sequence currents flowing through both sides of line mn are approximately equal in magnitude and usually large. It should be noticed that the fault located outside of line mn is called an external fault in this paper. Therefore, if a communication channel is installed on line mn, the ratio between the negative-sequence currents flowing through both sides of line mn can be utilized to identify whether an unbalanced fault is an internal fault or an external fault.
When a balanced fault happens, the negative-sequence components of currents and voltages only exist in the transient process after the fault and decay to nearly zero soon, and there are many non-integer harmonics included in these transient components. Since the internal control of the interconnector is based on fundamental frequency, and the control system take a transient process to respond to the output negative-sequence currents whose speed is related to the parameters of the controller and actual fault conditions, it is unreliable to identify whether a balanced fault is an internal fault or an external fault according to the ratio between negative-sequence currents flowing through both sides of line mn, even though the output negative-sequence currents of the interconnector can be restrained to some extent during the transient process after the fault. Therefore it is necessary to develop a separate protection principle to identify whether a balanced fault is an internal fault or an external fault. When an internal balanced fault happens on line mn, for example at f1 in Figure 1 , the phase currents flowing through bus n side of the line increase significantly since the fault impedance under balanced fault is usually not very large; while the phase currents flowing through bus m side of the line are limited due to the FRT strategy of the interconnector. When an external balanced fault happens, for example at f0 or f2 in Figure 1 , phase currents flowing through both sides of line are approximately equal. Therefore, the ratio between the phase currents flowing through both sides of line mn can be utilized to identify whether a balanced fault is an internal fault or an external fault.
For unbalanced faults, the operating criterion based on the ratio between negative-sequence currents flowing through both sides of line mn is: pU m´ě U th´o r I m0 ě I th0 or I n0 ě I th0 q andˆI n´ą I th´a nd I nÍ m´ą K th1˙ ( 17) where U m´,İm´,İm0 are magnitudes of negative-sequence voltage, negative-sequence current and zero-sequence current which are measured by the relay installed at bus m side, respectively;İ n´, anḋ I n0 are magnitudes of negative-sequence current and zero-sequence current which are measured by the relay installed at bus n side, respectively. U m´ě U th´, I m0 ě I th0 together with I n0 ě I th0 are used to distinguish between unbalanced faults and balanced faults on line mn. U th´i s the threshold of negative-sequence voltage and it should be larger than the maximum negative-sequence voltage during initial transient process of balanced faults. The overcurrent criteria I m0 ě I th0 and I n0 ě I th0 are
Energies 2016, 9, 400 21 of 27 introduced to consolidate the operating criterion shown in Equation (17) when some ground fault happens on line mn and U m´< U th´. I th0 is the threshold of zero-sequence current and it should be larger than the maximum unbalanced current during three-phase faults. K th1 is the threshold of the ratio between negative-sequence currents, and it cannot be too large or too small in order to guarantee the sensitivity and reliability of the protection. When an external unbalanced fault happens at the back side of bus n, both I n´a nd I m´a re nearly zero, but I n´/ I m´m ay be larger than K th1 due to the measurement error of current transformers or other factors. Therefore the negative-sequence overcurrent criterion I n´> I th´i s introduced to prevent the protection from misoperating in this situation. I th´i s the threshold of negative-sequence current and it should be larger than the maximum unbalanced current during external unbalanced faults at the back side of bus n. For balanced faults, the operating criterion based on the ratio between phase currents flowing through both sides of line mn is:
U m´ă U th´a nd I m0 ă I th0 and I n0 ă I th0 and I ϕn I ϕm ą K th2 (18) where ϕ can represent phase A, phase B or phase C; I ϕm and I ϕn are phase currents flowing through bus m side and bus n side, respectively. K th2 is the threshold of the ratio between phase currents, and it should be set as a constant larger than 1, taking into account the most undesirable situation in which an internal three-phase fault with fault resistance happens near bus m. It should be pointed out that when an external grounded fault with high fault resistance happens at the interconnector side, for example at f0 in Figure 1 , or an external phase-to-phase ungrounded fault happens at the traditional AC side and is far away from bus n, the fault is detected as a balanced fault because U m´< U th´, I m0 < I th0 and I n0 < I th0 . However, I ϕn /I ϕm equals to 1 under these external faults, and therefore the balanced-fault element based on the operating criterion shown in Equation (18) does not misoperate. The reliability of the protection can be ensured.
Verification
The simulation model in Section 3.3 is employed in this section, and the protection principle proposed in Section 6.1 is applied to line mn. A lot of simulations are carried out to prove the feasibility of the protection principle. The thresholds of the protection are U th´= 15 kV, I th0 = 0.1 kA, I th´= 0.1 kA, K th1 = 5, and K th2 = 1.5. The sampling frequency is 1.6 kHz, and phasor estimation is performed by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm [25] .
Internal Unbalanced Fault
The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P 0 = 200 MW and Q 0 = 0 MVar before the fault. A phase-A-to-ground fault with 50-Ω fault resistance happens on line mn at 1 s, and the distance between bus m and the fault location is 30 km. U m´, I m0 , I n0 , I m´, I n´, I n´/ I má nd I An /I Am which are measured by the relays on line mn, as well as the trip signal for unbalanced fault are shown in Figure 19 . As displayed in Figure 19a , U m´i s below the threshold U th´a ll the time due to the high fault resistance, but it can be seen from Figure 19b that after 20 ms from the fault inception, both I m0 and I n0 are larger than the threshold I th0 . Therefore, the fault is detected as an unbalanced fault. It can be seen from Figure 19c that I n´i s larger than the threshold I th´a fter 20 ms from the fault inception. Meanwhile, the ratio I n´/ I m´i s larger than 5, as shown in Figure 19d . Besides, I n´/ I m´i s still increasing after 1.02 s since the output negative-sequence current I m´o f the interconnector is still decreasing, as shown in Figure 19c . At 1.04 s, I m´i s restrained to nearly zero, and I n´/ I m´i s larger than 80. The unbalanced fault is correctly detected by the unbalanced-fault element based on the operating criterion shown in Equation (17) , as shown in Figure 19f .
It can be seen from Figure 19e that the ratio I An /I Am is smaller than 1 after the fault, and therefore the criterion I φn /I φm > K th2 cannot be utilized to identify an internal unbalanced fault. This case shows that the proposed protection principle has the ability to eliminate the influence of the fault resistance. unbalanced fault. It can be seen from Figure 19c that In− is larger than the threshold Ith− after 20 ms from the fault inception. Meanwhile, the ratio In−/Im− is larger than 5, as shown in Figure 19d . Besides, In−/Im− is still increasing after 1.02 s since the output negative-sequence current Im− of the interconnector is still decreasing, as shown in Figure 19c . At 1.04 s, Im− is restrained to nearly zero, and In−/Im− is larger than 80. The unbalanced fault is correctly detected by the unbalanced-fault element based on the operating criterion shown in Equation (17) , as shown in Figure 19f . It can be seen from Figure 19e that the ratio IAn/IAm is smaller than 1 after the fault, and therefore the criterion Iϕn/Iϕm > Kth2 cannot be utilized to identify an internal unbalanced fault. This case shows that the proposed protection principle has the ability to eliminate the influence of the fault resistance.
Internal Balanced Fault
The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P0 = −100 MW and Q0 = 0 MVar before the fault. A three-phase fault with 10 Ω fault resistance happens on line mn at 1 s, and the distance between bus m and the fault location is 10 km. Um−, Im0, In0, Im−, In−, In−/Im− and IAn/IAm, as well as the trip signal for balanced fault are shown in Figure 20 . It can be seen from Figure 20a ,b that Um− is below the threshold Uth− during the transient process after fault, and both Im0 and In0 are zero all the time. Therefore, the fault is detected as a balanced fault. Although In− > Ith− and In−/Im− > Kth1 are simultaneously satisfied in a short period after 20 ms from the fault inception, as shown in Figure 20c ,d, the unbalanced-fault element does not misoperate. Meanwhile, it can also be seen from Figure 20d that In−/Im− > Kth1 is satisfied only in a very short period after 1.02 s, and therefore it is unreliable to identify an internal balanced fault based on the ratio between negative-sequence currents at both sides of line mn during the transient process after the fault. 
The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P 0 =´100 MW and Q 0 = 0 MVar before the fault. A three-phase fault with 10 Ω fault resistance happens on line mn at 1 s, and the distance between bus m and the fault location is 10 km. U m´, I m0 , I n0 , I m´, I n´, I n´/ I má nd I An /I Am , as well as the trip signal for balanced fault are shown in Figure 20 . It can be seen from Figure 20a ,b that U m´i s below the threshold U th´d uring the transient process after fault, and both I m0 and I n0 are zero all the time. Therefore, the fault is detected as a balanced fault. Although I n´> I th´a nd I n´/ I m´> K th1 are simultaneously satisfied in a short period after 20 ms from the fault inception, as shown in Figure 20c ,d, the unbalanced-fault element does not misoperate. Meanwhile, it can also be seen from Figure 20d that I n´/ I m´> K th1 is satisfied only in a very short period after 1.02 s, and therefore it is unreliable to identify an internal balanced fault based on the ratio between negative-sequence currents at both sides of line mn during the transient process after the fault.
As displayed in Figure 20e , after 20 ms from the fault inception, the ratio between phase A currents at both sides of line mn is close to the steady state 2.35 and therefore the balanced fault is correctly detected by the balanced-fault element, as shown in Figure 20f . The fault impedance under three-phase faults is usually small. The smaller the fault impedance is, the larger I ϕn /I ϕm will be in this case. Therefore, the proposed protection principle can identify internal balanced faults correctly. zero all the time. Therefore, the fault is detected as a balanced fault. Although In− > Ith− and In−/Im− > Kth1 are simultaneously satisfied in a short period after 20 ms from the fault inception, as shown in Figure 20c ,d, the unbalanced-fault element does not misoperate. Meanwhile, it can also be seen from Figure 20d that In−/Im− > Kth1 is satisfied only in a very short period after 1.02 s, and therefore it is unreliable to identify an internal balanced fault based on the ratio between negative-sequence currents at both sides of line mn during the transient process after the fault. As displayed in Figure 20e , after 20 ms from the fault inception, the ratio between phase A currents at both sides of line mn is close to the steady state 2.35 and therefore the balanced fault is correctly detected by the balanced-fault element, as shown in Figure 20f . The fault impedance under three-phase faults is usually small. The smaller the fault impedance is, the larger Iφn/Iφm will be in this case. Therefore, the proposed protection principle can identify internal balanced faults correctly.
External Fault
The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P0 = −100 MW and Q0 = 0 MVar before the fault. An external bolted phase-A-to-ground fault happens at f0, as shown in 
The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P 0 =´100 MW and Q 0 = 0 MVar before the fault. An external bolted phase-A-to-ground fault happens at f0, as shown in Figure 1 , and f0 is near bus m. The fault starting time is also 1 s. U m´, I m0 , I n0 , I m´, I n´a nd I n´/ I má re shown in Figure 21 . As displayed in Figure 21a , U m´e xceeds the threshold U th´a fter the fault, and therefore the fault is detected as an unbalanced fault. As shown in Figure 21c , I n´> I th´a fter 20 ms from the fault inception and the negative-sequence currents flowing through both sides of line mn are approximately equal. Therefore, I n´/ I m´r emains 1 after 20 ms from the fault inception, as shown in Figure 21d , and therefore the unbalanced-fault element does not misoperate. When a balanced fault happens at f0, the fault is detected as a balanced fault, but the ratio between phase currents flowing through both sides of line mn remains 1. Therefore, the protection does not misoperate. Simulation results are omitted here. The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P 0 = 200 MW and Q 0 = 0 MVar before the fault. A bolted three-phase fault happens on line ng at 1 s, and the distance between bus n and the fault location is 10 km. U m´, I m0 , I n0 , and I An /I Am are shown in Figure 22 . It can be seen from Figure 22a ,b that U m´i s below the threshold U th´a ll the time, and both I m0 and I n0 are zero all the time. Therefore, the fault is detected as a balanced fault. As shown in Figure 22c , the ratio between phase currents flowing through both sides of line mn remains 1, and therefore the balanced-fault element does not misoperate. When an unbalanced fault happens here, the protection does not misoperate either. Simulation results are omitted.
case. Therefore, the proposed protection principle can identify internal balanced faults correctly.
The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P0 = −100 MW and Q0 = 0 MVar before the fault. An external bolted phase-A-to-ground fault happens at f0, as shown in Figure 1 , and f0 is near bus m. The fault starting time is also 1 s. Um−, Im0, In0, Im−, In− and In−/Im− are shown in Figure 21 . As displayed in Figure 21a , Um− exceeds the threshold Uth− after the fault, and therefore the fault is detected as an unbalanced fault. As shown in Figure 21c , In− > Ith− after 20 ms from the fault inception and the negative-sequence currents flowing through both sides of line mn are approximately equal. Therefore, In−/Im− remains 1 after 20 ms from the fault inception, as shown in Figure 21d , and therefore the unbalanced-fault element does not misoperate. When a balanced fault happens at f0, the fault is detected as a balanced fault, but the ratio between phase currents flowing through both sides of line mn remains 1. Therefore, the protection does not misoperate. Simulation results are omitted here. The output power of the VSC-HVDC interconnector at the MMC-2 side is P0 = 200 MW and Q0 = 0 MVar before the fault. A bolted three-phase fault happens on line ng at 1 s, and the distance between bus n and the fault location is 10 km. Um−, Im0, In0, and IAn/IAm are shown in Figure 22 . It can be seen from Figure 22a ,b that Um− is below the threshold Uth− all the time, and both Im0 and In0 are zero all the time. Therefore, the fault is detected as a balanced fault. As shown in Figure 22c , the ratio between phase currents flowing through both sides of line mn remains 1, and therefore the balanced-fault element does not misoperate. When an unbalanced fault happens here, the protection does not misoperate either. Simulation results are omitted. It can be seen from Section 6.2 that the proposed protection principle can accurately recognize internal faults and external faults, and has the ability to eliminate the influence of fault resistance. In addition, many fault simulations are completed when the interconnector works in different operation states before fault or under different fault conditions. Simulation results show that the operation of the protection is not influenced by the operation state of the interconnector before fault, and the proposed protection principle is of high sensitivity and can achieve whole line high speed protection.
Conclusions
1. The output characteristics of the VSC-HVDC interconnector after faults are related to the operation state before the fault, fault location, fault type, fault resistance, etc. The magnitudes of output positive-sequence currents of the interconnector are limited after the fault, and the power factor angle of the interconnector at the fault side is in the range of 0°-360°. 2. The fault ride-through (FRT) strategy which is applicable to the VSC-HVDC interconnector operating characteristic of working in all four quadrants of the P-Q operating plane and capable of eliminating negative-sequence currents under unbalanced faults is proposed. It can be seen from Section 6.2 that the proposed protection principle can accurately recognize internal faults and external faults, and has the ability to eliminate the influence of fault resistance. In addition, many fault simulations are completed when the interconnector works in different operation states before fault or under different fault conditions. Simulation results show that the operation of the protection is not influenced by the operation state of the interconnector before fault, and the proposed protection principle is of high sensitivity and can achieve whole line high speed protection.
1.
The output characteristics of the VSC-HVDC interconnector after faults are related to the operation state before the fault, fault location, fault type, fault resistance, etc. The magnitudes of output positive-sequence currents of the interconnector are limited after the fault, and the power factor angle of the interconnector at the fault side is in the range of 0˝-360˝.
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The fault ride-through (FRT) strategy which is applicable to the VSC-HVDC interconnector operating characteristic of working in all four quadrants of the P-Q operating plane and capable of eliminating negative-sequence currents under unbalanced faults is proposed. 3.
Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that traditional phase-to-phase distance protection, ground distance protection, and pilot protection are all inapplicable to lines emanating from the interconnector, while these protections are still applicable to AC lines that are not directly emanating from the interconnector. An investigation with a real protection system will be further conducted to confirm the theoretical analysis.
4.
A novel pilot protection principle based on the ratio between phase currents and the ratio between negative-sequence currents flowing through both sides of the line is proposed for AC lines emanating from the interconnector. Simulation results shows that the proposed protection principle can accurately recognize internal faults and external faults including balanced and unbalanced faults, and has the ability to eliminate the influence of fault resistance.
